VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR THESIS RESEARCH!

I am looking for volunteers to participate in my thesis research. I will be looking at cardiac awareness (i.e., can you count your heartbeat without feeling it) before and after light exercise, as well as feelings about body image and food.

To participate, you should be:

- At least 18 years of age
- Female
- Healthy, without any past cardiac dysfunction, psychological illnesses, or asthma

For more information, please contact Jane Swift at 615.###.2### or **#@mtmail.mtsu.edu

NOTE: The identity of the investigator(s) is modified to protect privacy.
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Email to Biology students, faculty and staff or flyer to be put up in the Science building:

Are you interested in participating in a research study?

We are trying to determine why 70% of patients who have meningitis caused by the ####### pathogen, %^^#&^ *#&$^@, are male.

We are collecting blood from healthy volunteers to isolate immune cells (macrophages and T cells) to use for infection experiments.

If you are interested in donating blood, please contact

Dr. John Smith, PhD (615-898-#####), John.Smith@mtsu.edu or
Bill Carson (931-####-#####, %^$#@mtmail.mtsu.edu).

Donors will be compensated a meal ticket worth $10 to one of the campus dining rooms for their time.

NOTE: The identity of the investigator(s) is modified to protect privacy.